
  
An Easier Way to Learn English Vowels 

The Thompson Vowel Chart 
 
 

The great Canadian educator, Judy Thompson, created a vowel chart to 

simplify the task of learning pronunciation for speakers of English as a 

Second Language. Instead of using fancy symbols from the International 

Phonetic Alphabet, she used letters from the alphabet we already know … 

and one thing more. 
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You see, she realized that every vowel sound is contained in the name of a 

color. By linking the color and the vowel, she put all the senses to work: 

seeing, feeling, and hearing. Suddenly, it became so much easier to 

remember the sound of the vowel, how to pronounce it, and which syllable 

to stress in any word. Let me show you what I mean. I’ll start with the 

“short” vowels. 
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/a/ is  black 

The sound is pushed up to the 

bridge of the nose while the jaw 

drops /a/ black 

/e/ is  red 

With lovely wide lips and the tongue 

spread out /e/ red 

/i/ is   

- the color of silver jewelry 

The mouth is a little open, lips totally 

relaxed. And the front of the tongue 

lifts slightly as the tip of the tongue 

rests gently behind the bottom front 

teeth.  

is   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/o/ is    

With a lazy dropped jaw. The tongue 

is low in the mouth and presses 

down at the back.   

/u/ is mustard   

Very relaxed. The jaw is slightly 

dropped and the sides of the tongue 

lightly touch the bottom teeth.  

/u/ mustard   

/^/ is the color of wood  

It’s the only vowel with a special 

symbol. The lips push forward, the 

tip of the tongue pulls back as the 

very back of the tongue lifts up. 

 /^/ wood 

The number t e n  is r e d  because it contains the vowel /e/ in red. Could is 

the color of “wood” /^/. Sugar is also the color of wood. Words with more 

than one syllable take on the color of the vowel in the stressed syllable. My 

name is PHYllis. The stress is on the first syllable “Phy,” containing the 

sound /i/ … So  is silver. Hat is black. So is “animal” because the 
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stress is on the first syllable, animal.  is /o/ - . But mother is 

/u/ -  mustard. 

Next we’ll look at the colors of the “long” vowels. There are the “diphthongs” 

that are two vowels in one. Some end in the letter [y], to represent the 

“eeyuh” sound, with the sides of the tongue pushed up to touch the top 

teeth. Others end in a /w/, to represent the /w/,with the lips pushed forward 

into a tiny circle. I’ll start with the diphthongs that end in [y] – and then I’ll 

say the ones that end in [w]. You have to listen very very carefully because 

the second vowel is always there, but sometimes it’s so small or it happens 

so quickly that you can barely hear it. 

/Ay/  gray  

they   say  afraid   combination

/Ey/  green 

be   easy   people   idea 

/ /   

fi 

/Oy/ turquoise   

boy   choice   voyage   employment 

/Uw/ b l u e   

y o u    f l u t e    mus i c    hu m a n  

/Aw/ brown    

how   around   vowel   flower 

/ /       
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Then there are the “long” vowels that combine with the alphabet letter [r]. 

Let’s look at /Er/, which can be more difficult to pronounce than the others. 

The tip of the tongue is dropped and the back of the tongue is raised up so 

high you can feel the sides touch just inside the upper teeth.  

 

/Er/  purple  

her   learn   curtain   dessert 

/Ar/ c h a r c o a l   

f a r    s t a r t    a r t i s t    a rg u m e n t  

/ /       

And that’s it: just 16 vowels and 16 colors — the entire Vowel Chart. It’s a 

powerful tool for learning English vowel pronunciation and syllable stress 

more easily.  

 

With the Thompson Vowel Chart,  of our English words  

 the  beautiful,  colors  of  their  s t ressed vowels!  

 
Check it out. It makes learning and teaching so much easier. I’ve posted 

Judy Thompson’s official Vowel Color Chart and the transcript of this video 

at the Canadian Pronunciation Coach blog. 

I’m very glad you dropped by. Thank you. 
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